
Religious Education at a glance
INTENT At Madley Brook RE has a significant role for the development of pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural

development. It promotes respect and open-mindedness towards others with different faiths and beliefs
and encourages pupils to develop their sense of identity and belonging through self-awareness and
reflection. The principle aim of RE is to engage pupils in an enquiry approach where they can develop an
understanding and appreciation for the expression of beliefs, cultural practices, influence of principle
religions and worldviews in the local, national and wider global community.

RE Lessons
Implementation

● Children in Key Stage 1 and 2 have one 1-hour lesson of RE a week.

● Children in Nursery and Reception learn about different religious festivals as they arise during the year.

RE in the EYFS also develops children’s sense of community and belonging.

● Pupils in Key Stage 2 have the opportunity to visit the local Methodist Church at different points during

the year to engage in different experiences.

Coverage and
progression

At Madley Brook we use The Oxfordshire Agreed Syllabus to support our teaching of RE.

Foundation Stage
● The Understanding the World strand of the EYFS curriculum supports the teaching of RE in the

Foundation Stage. There are plenty of opportunities for cross curricular links in RE teaching in the

Foundation Stage.

● Children have the opportunity to explore; different religious festivals, special places, different religious

stories, celebrations and sense of belonging.

● Children experience RE through planned teaching sessions such as whole class sessions, circle times

and planned adult focussed activities. Also, part of the continuous provision allows children the

opportunity to explore and engage with resources linked to RE themes independently.

Key Stage 1 and 2
● The enquiry approach used to study RE at Madley Brook means that each theme is based around a

question. Through each theme pupils are given the opportunity to engage, explore, evaluate and
reflect on the question studied.

● In Key Stage 1 pupils study Christianity and Judaism as well as studying non-religious views and
beliefs.

● In Lower Key Stage 2 pupils study Christianity, Judaism and Hinduism as well as studying
non-religious views and beliefs.

● In Upper Key Stage 2 pupils study Christianity and Islam as well as studying non-religious views and
beliefs.

IMPACT At Madley Brook pupils enjoy learning about other religions and why people choose, or choose not to
follow a religion. Through their RE learning, the children are able to make links between their own lives
and those of others in their community and in the wider world, developing an understanding of other
people’s cultures and ways of life.

Assessment and
Reporting

● Children are assessed informally during RE lessons.
● Children’s progress is reported to parents in the End of Year reports.

Roles and
responsibility

● The Headteacher & SLT are responsible for: ensuring there is a shared vision for RE within the school,

ensuring consistent implementation of the RE Policy.

● RE Co-ordinator is responsible for: the day-to-day implementation and reviewing of the RE Policy and

the subject leader action plan, RE monitoring which includes classroom observations, ensuring



continuity and progression throughout the school, co-ordinating training for staff and co-ordinating

the purchase and allocation of resources.

● Teachers are responsible for: the assessment of pupils, meeting the statutory requirements,

curriculum development, ensuring the appropriate amount of time is allocated for RE teaching weekly.


